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ABSTRACT
In an era of software crisis, the move of firms towards dis-
tributed software development teams is being challenged by
emerging collaboration issues. On this matter, the open-
source phenomenon may shed some light, as successful cases
on distributed collaboration in the open-source community
have been recurrently reported. In our research we explore
collaboration networks in the WebKit and OpenStack high-
networked open-source projects, by mining their source-code
version-control-systems data with Social Network Analysis
(SNA). Our approach allows us to observe how key events
in the industry affect open-source collaboration networks
over time. With our findings, we highlight the explana-
tory power from network visualizations capturing the collab-
orative dynamics of high-networked software projects over
time. Moreover, we argue that competing companies that
sell similar products in the same market, can collaborate in
the open-source community while publicly manifesting in-
tense rivalry (e.g. Apple vs Samsung patent-wars). After
integrating our findings with the current body of theoreti-
cal knowledge in management strategy, economics, strategic
alliances and coopetition, we propose the novel notion of
open-coopetition, where rival firms collaborate with com-
petitors in the open-source community. We argue that clas-
sical coopetition management theories do not fully explain
the competitive and collaborative issues that are simultane-
ously present and interconnected in the WebKit and Open-
Stack open-source communities. We propose the develop-
ment of the novel open-coopetition theory for a better un-
derstanding on how rival-firms collaborate with competitors
by open-source manners.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In an era of software crisis1 , the move of firms towards

geographically-distributed, and often off-shored, software de-
velopment teams is being challenged by collaboration issues.
On this matter, the open-source phenomenon may shed some
light, as successful cases on distributed collaboration in the
open-source community have been recurrently reported [5,
21]. While practitioners move with difficulty towards glob-
ally distributed software development, there is a lack of re-
search in academia addressing the collaborative dynamics of
large-scale distributed software projects [20, 23].

Our research aims to contribute to a better understand-
ing of collaboration in large-scale distributed projects, by
mining collaboration networks of open-source projects with
social network analysis. While addressing a previous call,
from [3] for the advancement of methods and techniques to
support the visualization of temporal aspects (e.g. pace, se-
quence) to represent change and evolution in ecosystems2,
we employed Social Network Analysis over publicly-available
and naturally-occurring open-source data, allowing us to re-
construct and visualize the evolution of open-source projects
in a sequence of networks.

Our first research unit-of-analysis was the WebKit open-
source project and its community. WebKit is an open-source
project providing an engine that renders and interprets con-
tent from the World Wide Web. Its technology permeates
our digital life since it can be found in the most recent com-
puters, tablets and mobile devices sold by Apple, Google,
Samsung, Nokia, RIM, HTC, and others. With more than
10 years of history, the WebKit project has brought together
volunteers and firm-sponsored software developers that col-
laborate over the Internet by open and transparent means
while giving up the traditional intellectual property rights.

1A brief discussion on the software-crisis is provided by
Fitzgerald, B. ”Software Crisis 2.0.” Computer 45.4 (2012):
89-91.
2Basole, R. employs the ecosystems term as a complex net-
work of companies interacting with each other, directly and
indirectly, to provide a broad array of products and services.



Figure 1: Illustration of the applied Social Network
Analysis research approach.

Figure 1 illustrates the power of our research approach 3

which data-mines the WebKit source-code data with Social
Network Analysis. From open-source and natural-occurring
data, we are able to capture features of collaboration and
competition on the WebKit project over time. On the same
Figure 1, we can depict a sample of developers working with
each other in specific WebKit source-code artifacts on 14 of
April 2013 at 15:59:04.

2. RESEARCH AIM AND QUESTIONS
This proposal aims to contribute by providing practical

and theoretical knowledge regarding collaboration in the
open-source arena. More specifically, we seek to explore the
notions of collaboration, competition and rivalry in large-
scale distributed open-source projects.

This research proposal encompasses the following research
questions:

RQ1: How do rival vendors collaborate in the open-source
arena?

RQ2: Can rival corporations collaborate with the same
development transparency and sense of community as the
open-source software communities?

RQ3: Can rival corporations co-compete in the open-
source arena (i.e. collaborate while competing with similar
products on the same market)?

RQ4: How can firms develop complex R&D activities in
an open-source fashion(i.e. with less space for gate-keepers,
lawyers and complex intellectual property arrangements)?

RQ5: How do key exogenous events in the industry, such
as strategic-alliances change, affect the social structure of
related open-source communities?

3. RESEARCH DESIGN

3.1 Unit of analysis
In order to better understand collaboration in the open-

source arena, we directed our lenses on the WebKit open-
source project and the firms from the PC and mobile-devices
industries joint-developing it. Moreover, we will expand
our research to the cloud-computing industry by applying
the same approach for understanding how companies like

3A video illustrating the same research approach, is available
at http://users.utu.fi/joante/WebKitSNA/.

HP, IBM, Rackspace and Canonical collaborate in joint-
developing the open-source OpenStack cloud-computing in-
frastructure software.

3.2 Research method

3.2.1 Data collection
Our retrieved data was freely available on the Internet

thanks to the public-domain nature of open-source software
projects. We made use of the WebKit source-code, its version-
control-system and other related web-sites covering develop-
ers’ contributions to the project from 1st September 2006 to
3rd April 2013. All raw-data is natural-occurring and not
provoked by the researchers. The initial raw-data, and final-
data supporting our research results was archived in our
project website at http://users.utu.fi/joante/WebKitSNA/.
Data-cleansing efforts were minimal thanks to WebKit’s ex-
tremely strict peer-review and code-commit policies.

The data from the OpenStack open-source project was
also publicly available at https://github.com/openstack-dev/.
However its loading, cleansing and analysis depends on fund-
ing decisions that constrain our research project. Initial data
investigations [24] suggest that the analysis of the Open-
Stack project will require more time and labor than that
invested in our prior research taking the WebKit-project as
unit-of-analysis [16, 27, 25, 28, 26].

3.2.2 Data analysis
After attaining an initial understanding of the competitive

dynamics of the mobile-devices industry by ethnographic
approaches, we extract and analyse the social network of
an open-source project leveraging Social Network Analysis,
which is an emergent method widely established across dis-
ciplines of social sciences in general [29, 30] and information
systems in particular [19]. We focus on the visualization of
the collaboration network and sub-community detection, us-
ing the following established Social Network Analysis meth-
ods:

• Longitudinal visualizations using different geometries
and layouts.

• Calculations of nodes and groups centrality measures
(classical and eigenvector)

• Sub-community detection with Markov chain cluster-
ing, modularity maximization heuristics and hub-based
community detection with different parameter config-
urations.

• Extraction of Simmelian backbones .

3.2.3 Mixed methods and multidisciplinary approach
We engaged in a multidisciplinary approach while employ-

ing a multitude of research methods. A lot of Internet-Data
was scrutinized using Netnography, an established method
for the study of on-line communities in Marketing. The min-
ing of software version-control-systems is also an established
method in Software Engineering: the Working Conference
on Mining Software Repositories (MSR), currently on its
11th edition, is the main conference in the area. Our most
core research approach, Social Network Analysis, is a re-
emergent method that is getting widely established across
disciplines such Physics, Mathematics, Computer Science,



Figure 2: Mapping collaboration in the WebKit
project from June 2009 to February 2011: Reflect-
ing the Nokia and Microsoft plans to form a broad
strategic partnership that forced Intel to search for
new partners for Meego.

Table 1: Multidisciplinary approach
Employed approach Discipline(s) Seminal

works
Netnography Marketing [14]

[13]
Mining of software
repositories

Software-
Engineering

[22]
[11]

Network analysis of
digital trace data

Information-
Systems

[10]
[9]

Network analysis with
emphasis on the visu-
alization of collabora-
tive activities

Biomedicine
Bibliomentrics
Innovation-Studies

[6]
[15]
[8]

Network analysis
of massive networked
data. Use of clustering
and sub-community
detection algorithms.

Physics Mathe-
matics Computer-
Science Anthro-
pology Neurology
Bioinformatics

[7]
[31]
[12]
[18]
[1]

Biomedicine, Anthropology, Innovation Studies and many
other disciplines [30]. Table 1 captures our cross-disciplinary
orientation that celebrates the use and combination of dif-
ferent research methods.

3.2.4 Validity issues
Regarding research validity, it is important to mention

that we only deal with naturally-occurring data. All data
was neither created nor provoked for research purposes. All
collected data naturally occurred for the practical purposes
of developing WebKit and OpenStack. This minimizes the
Hawthorne effect, also referred to as the observer effect, in
witch human subjects modify aspects of their behavior in
response to the awareness that research is being conducted.
In other words: by collecting the data in an unobtrusive way,
we did not affect the behavior of WebKit or OpenStack de-
velopers during the data-collection process, something that
could occur by employing the traditional survey or interview
mechanisms.

Moreover, for enhancing rigor and validity, we and took
in consideration the following notes:

• Regarding the qualitative research part: We took in
consideration key guidelines on now to conduct Netnog-

raphy [13, 14], such as Kozinets’s four criteria for se-
lecting from online data-sources [13]. All research ef-
forts were conducted according a set of established and
consistent guidelines on how to conduct ethnographic
research [2, 17].

• Regarding the mining software repositories with Social
Network Analysis. Besides the following of “standard”
methodological guides on how to conduct Social Net-
work Analysis [30], we also took in consideration a set
of issues on the use of Social Network Analysis with
digital trace data as outlined by Howison et al. [10].

• The triangulation of research results, both from the
ethnographic and network analysis research efforts, led
to the early test and falsification of preliminary re-
search results, thus increasing the robustness of our
findings. Moreover, the access to complementary data
from Bitergia [4], a company specialized in software de-
velopment analytics, allowed us to benchmark our ap-
proach on data-mining WebKit’s source-code version-
control-system.

• Thanks to WebKit’s strict policy for committers and
reviewers, the collected data set was remarkably clean,
facilitating a smooth data extraction ahead of analy-
sis. However, in the OpenStack case, some preliminary
data screenings [24] suggest that the data-cleansing
and filtering efforts will require greater amounts of
time, effort and attention than in the WebKit case [27,
25, 28, 26].

Further methodological details, data, source-code and vi-
sualizations related with this proposal are publicly available
on the project website at http://users.utu.fi/joante/WebKitSNA/.

4. PRELIMINARY FINDINGS
Our socio-structural visualizations of collaboration in the

WebKit project( such as in Figure 2, Figure 3 and many
others visualizations publicly-available on our project web-
site at http://users.utu.fi/joante/WebKitSNA/) lead to a
set of interesting findings such as:

• Nokia contributed with substantial amounts of code
to the WebKit project, but in a social periphery, i.e.
mostly Nokians working with Nokians (forming a sub-
community).

• The Nokia and Intel breakage of cooperation can be
easily visualised over time. Nokia’s marriage with Mi-
crosoft caused immediate damage to collaboration in
the Webkit project.

• However, even if Samsung and Apple were involved in
expensive patent-wars in the courts and stopped col-
laborating on hardware components, their contribu-
tions remained strong and central within the WebKit
open-source project.

• Non-affiliated developers, who are often volunteers with-
out firm-sponsorship, together with developers affili-
ated with smaller firms, were more central within the
WebKit collaboration network than developers affili-
ated with the TOP10 organizations outlined in a re-
cent empirical study from Bitergia [4].



Figure 3: Mapping collaboration in the WebKit
project from July 2012 to April 2013: Reflecting
patent-wars, trademarking and forking.

• By forking the project, Google is “recruiting“ WebKit
developers previously affiliated with Apple and Nokia
to its Blink open-source project.

5. SOCIETAL IMPACT
We believe that our research has important implications

for the practice of R&D Management and Software Engi-
neering. Moreover, a better understanding of collaboration
in the open-source arena informs the regulatory practice on
how rival-firms collaborate and compete in the open-source
arena.

5.1 Managerial practice

• Our Social Network Analysis visualizations can help
different stakeholders in assessing their inter-firm net-
work positions for better decision-making regarding
inter-networked strategic alliances [25, 24].

• Users, adopters and integrators can better grasp project’s
social structure evolution and dynamics. They can
then make thorough assessments of its sustainability
when reacting to exogenous events in the industry.

• Investors are provided with a complementary analyti-
cal tool for clarifying network dynamics, improving the
forecast of product attractiveness and future growth
[28].

• Our proposed theory on open-coopetition [27], derived
from our recent research efforts, provides guidance on
the management of high-networked R&D activities in a
more open-source fashion: i.e minimizing the need for
gate-keepers, lawyers and complex intellectual prop-
erty arrangements, while maximizing development trans-
parency and sense of community as illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.

5.2 Software engineering

• Our Social Network Analysis visualizations can also
benefit software-developers by providing a better un-
derstanding of the socio-structural organization of com-
plex software projects, uncovering possible deficiencies

Integrating open-competition in practice. When? 

Joint venture

Outsourcing

Coopetition

Open coopetition

+ Managerial

control

+ IP legal

enforcement
+ Development

transparency

+ Sense of 

community

Figure 4: The open-coopetition theory on practice.

Global Software Development Analytics

But in an isolated sub-community. 

They are working alone :(

Nokia commits a lot of code in the project :)

Figure 5: Combining code-driven metrics with social
network visualizations.

in the development processes. Those visualizations are
more valuable when combined with the conventional
code-driven metrics, as illustrated in Figure 5.

• Our research also contributes to the area of global-
software analytics [26]. The researchers were contacted
by commercial companies and open-source develop-
ers regarding the development of new Social Network
Analysis features for existing analytical tools. The
following Figure 5 illustrates how code-driven metrics
can be combined with socio-structural visualizations
for better decision-making in global-software develop-
ment.

5.3 Regulatory practice
By better understanding both collaboration and competi-

tion in the open-source arena we are better prepared for:

• Fomenting an economic environment with lower entrance-
costs in the high-tech industry.

• Enhancing industrial competition vis-à-vis industrial
sharing of development costs.

• Minimizing problems with the current intellectual prop-
erty regime, which currently undermines fair-market
competition in the high-tech industry.



• Promote the growth and development of open-source
software and consequentially digital-privacy friendly
ICT infrastructures.
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